
 

WORLD WETLANDS DAY 

F rom unwanted, “smelly, plaguy, 

pestilent” places, good only for 

draining, to valued, respected and   

useful places – swamps and wetlands 

have transitioned over the past 50 

years. Their place on the environmen-

tal stage and their importance has 

now been truly recognised and under-

stood. To raise awareness about the 

value of wetlands for humanity and 

the planet, World Wetlands Day was 

established, marking the date of the 

adoption of the Ramsar Convention 

on Wetlands on 2
nd

 February, 1971, 

and is annually celebrated (since 

1977). 

The Friends of Edithvale-Seaford Wet-

lands Inc celebrated this event on the 

afternoon of Sunday, 2
nd

 February at 

the Bird Hide with displays, activities 

for kids and a kangaroo walk. There 

were many visitors and 40 people              

participated in the walk ,which took us 

along vehicle access paths, through 

scrub into open areas, and then 

through the reeds following an old 

kangaroo track. We saw a mob of                            

kangaroos in the open area, but they 

hopped away at speed once they 

spotted us. More were sighted at  a  

distance in their southern paddock. 

Many thanks to Jim, Helen, Genevieve, 

Rachel, Clare, Arlis, Janet, Rex, Inez, 

Colin. Ali, Tina, Alison, Allan who 

helped set up, man the displays and 

assist on the walk.  

Thanks also to Allan and Alison who 

worked on an information DVD about 

our wetlands and had it ready for 

viewing on the day. (See Page 4 for 

more details) 
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VALE BARRY ROSS 
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I t is with great sadness and a tremendous sense of 

loss that we report the passing, late last year, of 

Barry Ross – founding member of FEWSI, founding 

member of Defenders of the South-Eastern Green 

Wedge and resolute fighter for the environment. 

Ross Nelson wrote in “Glimpses” under the heading 

‘Strange Goings On’ 

 

Main figure front: Seaford Walk Early 2015 

Continued Page 3 

Right: National Tree Planting Day Aug 2002 



EDITHVALE SOUTH DRYING UP 
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VALE BARRY ROSS 

E dithvale South is drying up—which is a good thing because this wetland is ephemeral, and it gives the 

various wetland plants a chance to grow and thus provide food for the next breeding season. 

At the moment it is in a state of flux. It gets almost completely dry – “Right, time to close the hide.” - then we 

get rain and the levels go up – “OK, leave it open a bit longer.” – and so on. 

At the time of writing, water is still there but is generally not visible (except for a few small ponds)                  

because of the reeds and Sea Club Rush (Bulboschoenus caldwellii) which have grown up during the dry               

period. On the 12
th

 February there were quite a few birds (17 species) counted with five of them heard only. 

There were 14 Chestnut Teals, one Pacific Black duck and three Australasian Grebes. (From Allan Broomhall) 

Notification re closure and future opening will be flagged on facebook and our website, and duty volunteers 

will be notified by email. 

Photos by Aliso Kuiter 



YOU MIGHT LIKE TO CONSIDER THIS 
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W etlands around the world are being de-

stroyed faster than ever and Victoria is no 

exception.  

 

One of the threats facing Victorians Ramsar               

wetlands is destructive projects like AGL’s plan to 

build a gas import terminal in Westernport Bay.  

AGL’s planned giant gas import terminal, if                     

approved, would dump up to 450 million litres of 

toxic chlorinated wastewater into the Bay’s                  

internationally-recognised Ramsar wetland in a 

single day. 

It could have a devastating impact on unique               

ecosystems, local marine life, local industries and 

increase climate pollution at a time when we need 

to transition away from all fossil fuels.  

As an energy retailer, AGL relies on customers and 

potential customers for their profits.                             

By reviewing AGL and filling out a complaint 

form, you will make it clear to AGL that they will lose 

customers if they carry on with this plan.  

Today, on World Wetlands Day, you can help protect 

Westernport Bay and our precious wetlands. Tell 

AGL - publicly and privately - that you will never 

be their customer if they go ahead with this dirty 

gas project. >> 

Sincerely,  

Rai Miralles and the team at Environment Victoria 

 

PS: Did you know that AGL is Australia’s largest car-

bon polluter, and was recently fined $100,000 for 

mismanagement of pollution at one of their power 

stations? We can’t trust AGL in Westernport. 

Tell AGL to keep their pollution away from our 

precious wetlands. >> 

M any years ago, Ross Nelson (past president among many other roles) initiated the production of an 

audio cassette (about 16 minutes, that went with slides) about our wetlands. It was a great little 

piece of work but unfortunately dated in today’s modern technological world. It was decided to remake it 

using up-to-date photos and videos into a DVD format. The original script was retained but the narration 

had to be redone (for greater clarity). 

Allan Broomhall undertook this task and has produced a lovely, professional looking product of which 

FESWI can be proud. DVD’s will be available to our members and it can be accessed via our facebook 

page. Copies will be made available to schools, community groups and others to raise the profile of our 

wetlands. 

Alison Kuiter was also involved acting as proof reader, research assistant, and finding us a narrator. 

Great Work! 

FROM AUDIO CASSETTE TO DVD 
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